Matting and Framing Made Easy

Step-by-step, easy to master techniques for
the beginning framer.If the idea of framing
a piece of artworkwhether it is a
watercolor, pastel, oil painting, photograph,
or embroideryintimidates you, Matting and
Framing Made Easy is the book youve
been waiting for. This comprehensive,
easy-to-understand guide covers everything
you need to know in order to make a
high-quality
frame.
Using
simple,
step-by-step demonstrations, certified
professional framer Janean Thompson
covers six subjects: Measuring Mounting
Matting Glazing Framing Hanging
ArtworkBy
following
the
detailed
instructions in this fully illustrated book,
youll master the fundamentals of framing
and be inspired to custom-design projects.

Invest in a simple mat cutter and the world of framing is at your fingertips. Make sure your cutting surface is clean.
Cut a section of the mat - 4 min - Uploaded by Theodore LeafCustom Framing can cost a fortune! Save money by doing
it yourself at home. I had a blast Custom framing made ridiculously easy. For a third of the price in half the time.
Starting at $39 with FREE SHIPPING.Matting and framing made easy : step-by-step, easy-to-master techniques for the
beginning framer. by Thompson Topics Picture frames and framing. PublisherMatting and Framing Made Easy [Janean
Thompson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Step-by-step, easy to master techniques for theDIY Network
shares tips on how to use a mat-board cutter to create custom mats for your framed artwork. - 3 min - Uploaded by
Logan GraphicA demonstration of the 12 Steps to an Easy Double mat-Logan Graphic Products, Inc.:col. ill. 28 cm.
Notes: Includes index. Identifier: (ISBN)0823030474 (OCoLC)34409421. Language: English. Subjects: Picture frames
and framing.Step-by-step, easy to master techniques for the beginning framer. If the idea of framing a piece of
artworkwhether it is a watercolor, pastel, oil painting,An easy to understand guide w/step-by-step demonstrations.
Covers: measuring, mounting, matting, glazing, framing, & hanging artwork .We make framing simple and very
affordable. Design your frame in minutes - it arrives in a few days ready to hang. 100% American materials and
labor.Mats are used in framing photographs and artwork to center the focus of the picture Mat cutting kits can be
purchased at most art stores and make it easier to
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